Molecular analysis of HLA DP and DQ genes associated with dermatitis herpetiformis.
HLA class II DQ and DP genes from dermatitis herpetiformis patients were amplified and analyzed using molecular probes and compared to those from celiac disease patients and to an HLA and ethnically matched control group. In dermatitis herpetiformis, as in celiac disease, the strongest association of disease was with the DQ subregion alleles DQB1*0201 and DQA1*0501 that are linked to the DRB1*0301 allele. DQB1*0201 determines the DQw2 serologic marker whereas DRB1*0301 determines the DRw17 serologic marker (formerly termed DR3). A DP subregion allele DPB1*0301 was increased and a constellation of DPB1 alleles that included DPB1*0202, *0901, and *1301 was decreased in dermatitis herpetiformis. DPB1*0101, an allele reported to be increased in celiac disease, was not increased in dermatitis herpetiformis. DP beta chains that lack a negatively charged amino acid residue at position 69 of the DP beta chain are significantly over-represented both in dermatitis herpetiformis and celiac disease patients with the DRw17, DQw2 haplotype, compared to healthy controls with that haplotype. These data favor a multigenic model for the contribution of HLA class II D region genes to dermatitis herpetiformis susceptibility. Further, they indicate that a specific DQ molecule, when present in combination with the product of one of several different DPB1 alleles, may contribute to susceptibility to the intestinal lesion, which is common to dermatitis herpetiformis and celiac disease.